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Most students who attend America's schools have the opportunity to become literate
in reading, mathematics, science, and other content areas. Only recently have educators
realized that this same educational opportunity should be available to students with mod-
erate and severe developmental disabilities. Soon after students with severe disabilities
received the right to a free public education, special educators proposed planning curric-
ula based on a criterion of ultimate functioning in the community (Brown, Nietupski, &
Hamre-Nietupski, 1976). In applying a criterion of community functioning, educators
sometimes assumed students with severe disabilities should learn skills of daily living
instead of academic content, rather than as a supplement to this learning. Independent
functioning in the community is important for all students, but this ineludes acquiring
some degree of academic competence.
Changes in federal policy and new research have promoted a new emphasis on
teaching academic content. Under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA,
1997, 2004), students with disabilities must (a) have access to the general curriculum, (b)
be involved in the general curriculum, and (c) progress in the general curriculum (IDEA,
2004). Students who are unable to participate in the large-scale general assessments in
content areas like reading, mathematics, and science must have the opportunity to show
learning through an alternate assessment.
Recent research has provided evidence that when given the opportunity to learn
some defined academic content, students with moderate and severe developmental dis-
abilities can do so. For example, Jameson, McDonnell, Johnson, Riesen, and Polychronis
(2007) demonstrated that students acquired vocabulary aligned with grade-appropriate
content in areas such as science and social studies when systematic instruction was embed-
ded in general edueation classes. Jimenez, Browder, and Courtade (2008) found that stu-
dents with moderate intellectual disabilities learned to perform a simple algebraic equa-
tion. Dymond et al. (2006) increased the parl:icipation of students with severe disabilities
in a high school science elass using principles of universal design of learning (UDL;
CAST, 2008). Studies such as these demonstrate that students with severe disabilities can
rise to higher expectations for learning academic content.
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Teacbing academics to students with severe disabilities just
because they can learn the content is not the primary reason
for doing so. Browder, Wakeman et al. (2007) described rea-
sons to teacb academic content to students witb severe dis-
abilities. Eirst and foremost, these educational opportunities
inerease competence for adult living. Through English/Lan-
guage Arts (ELA) instruetion, students gain a means for
accessing and understanding the various forms of text
encountered in daily life. Activities may include locating
information in a newspaper, reading a story for pleasure, or
conducting an internet seareh. Through mathematics, stu-
dents gain skills that are useable in wide variety of activities
such as cooking a meal, negotiating a map, or planning a
party. More eomplex skills like plotting points on a plane
enhance eareer opportunities (e.g., machinists use coordi-
nate planes). Similarly, experiences witb seience can lead to
lifelong bobbies or careers. A second reason to teach acade-
mics proposed by Browder, Wakeman et al. (2007) is that
expeetations for students with severe disabilities bave
increased in the past two decades. Students ean learn and do
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much more than once believed. With this increased learning,
students have increased opportunities. Providing academic
content instruction also promotes educational equality. Stu-
dents who are nondisabled do not bave to master skills like
making tbeir beds before learning skills like bow to read.
Similarly, students with severe disabilities should not be
held to a double standard of learning all life skills before
learning academic content. Einally, acquiring academic
competenee can increase opportunities for self-determina-
tion through having more tools to gain information and
demonstrate ability.
Given these reasons for promoting academic content
learning for students with severe disabilities, the need exists
for evidence-based practices to enbance student academic
achievement. Recent comprehensive reviews on academic
content reveal two important facts for planning; that stu-
dents can learn academic skills and that the past curricular
focus has been extremely limited. In cross-referencing re-
searcb on reading with the National Reading Panel's (NRP;
2000) reeommendations in reading, Browder, Wakeman,
Spooner, Ahlgrim-Delzell and Algozzine (2006) found
almost all studies focused on sight word learning, and only
a few of tbese included measures of comprebension. Almost
none focused on tbe critical skills of pbonics or phonemic
awareness. In comparing researeh in mathematics to tbe
strands of content proposed by tbe National Council of
Teacbers of Mathematics (NCTM), Browder, Spooner,
Ahlgrim-Delzell, Harris, and Wakeman (2008) found tbat
most studies targeted numbers and operations or measure-
ment; few eonsidered algebra, geometry, or data analysis.
Courtade, Spooner, and Browder (2007) found virtually no
studies in science until they searched tbe daily living skills
literature and found 11 studies tbat taught some science con-
cepts. At first, these outeomes may seem discouraging for
finding guidance to teach academic content to students with
severe disabilities. What these researcb outcomes offer are
methods of instruction, such as task analysis and systematic
prompting, that may be generalizable to a broader array of
skills. In faet, some newer studies described in the follow-
ing sections have demonstrated these applications for more
complex academic skills. Additionally, newer strategies and
frameworks such as UDL bave emerged, wbicb offer new
promising practices.
Before reviewing tbese instructional strategies, it is im-
portant to consider tbe concept of grade-appropriate in-
structiort, that is, instruction that aligns with grade-level
standards. Browder, Wakeman et al. (2007) described the
concept of alternate aehievement of skills that link to grade-
level content. One of the key criteria for alignment is to
derive target skills from the grade level standards and learn-
ing activities. Grade level standards, activities, and materi-
als should be based on age rather than current academic
ability. The grade level standard is extended for learning.
For example, a student with early literacy skills who is of
middle-school age would work on answering comprehen-
sion questions using text adaptations of age-appropriate
novels rather than using early childhood picture books. A
second important criterion is that the extensions of the stan-
dards match the grade-level content as closely as possible. If
the state standard is to make inferences from graphed data,
the student with severe disabilities would work with graphs
to make a basic inference (e.g., which one had more). This
can be called grade-appropriate academies because students
learn to apply existing skills to the eontent in their grade
level. Grade-appropriate instruction is in contrast to devel-
opmental academics in whieh students with severe disabili-
ties eontinue to learn early childhood skills across the grade
spans.
The purpose of this article is to review effective instruc-
tional strategies for promoting aeademie learning in the
content areas of ELA, math, and science. First, the artiele
will discuss effective interventions pertaining to ELA in the
following areas: (a) read alouds, (b) decoding, (c) sight
words, (d) comprehension, and (e) writing. Second, the
authors will review researeh-based practices in mathemat-
ics in the following areas: (a) teaching computation, (b)
teaching money management, and (c) expanding mathe-
matics instruction. Finally, the review will diseuss empiri-
cally supported studies of seienee instructional strategies in
the areas of (a) vocabulary, (b) tbe process of inquiry, and
(c) science eoncepts.
ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS FOR STUDENTS
WITH SEVERE DISABILITIES
Kliewer and Landis (1999) noted that the development of
literacy skills provides a critical foundation for success at
school and in adult life for all students, ineluding those with
severe developmental disabilities. Nearly all aeademie
learning requires comprehension of text whether in seienee,
soeial studies, or even mathematics. Most jobs also require
a minimal level of literacy to manage daily tasks. In con-
trast, literacy instruction has sometimes been underempha-
sized for students with severe developmental disabilities
because of assumptions that students could not acquire these
skills or because they were considered less important than
other skills. Recent books on teaehing students with severe
disabilities provide guidance for making literacy a height-
ened priority (Browder & Spooner, 2006; Copeland &
Keefe, 2007; Downing, 2005; Ryndak & Alper, 2003).
Although literaey may be gaining priority status in plan-
ning for students with severe disabilities, a consensus has
not yet been reached about what this instruction should
include. The components of reading proposed by the NRP
(2000) include phonics, phonemic awareness, comprehen-
sion, vocabulary, and fluency. Students who learn to read
build skills in each of these components. Browder, Gibbs,
Ahlgrim-Delzell, Courtade, Mraz, and Flowers (in press)
suggested a eonceptual foundation for literacy composed of
two outcomes: enhanced quality of life through shared liter-
ature (e.g., read alouds) and increased independence as a
reader. Foley (1993) emphasized (a) phonological aware-
ness, (b) automaticity of word recognition, (c) comprehen-
sion and the use of complex syntactic structures, and (d)
comprehension of narrative and expository text. Erickson
and Koppenhaver (1995) included (a) writing during daily
calendar time, (b) directed reading with the teacher in a
small-group or individual format, (c) use of computer soft-
ware (e.g., Spell-a-Word), and (d) group activities (e.g.,
modeled writing component and group eomputer time). If
planning is to be conducted across the grade bands, consid-
eration also needs to be given to standards states set in writ-
ing, reading, research, and communication. While all of
these models offer useful alternatives for literacy instruc-
tion, our review will define five areas for which there is
strong or emerging research: (a) read alouds, (b) decoding,
(c) sight words, (d) comprehension, and (e) writing.
Literacy Instruction through Read Alouds
Read alouds or shared stories involve a fluent reader
(e.g., teacher, peer, parent) who reads age- or grade-appro-
priate literature to a nonreader. Evidence suggests shared
stories are important to both early language development
and overall literaey development (Ezell & Justice, 2005).
Moreover, partieipating in shared stories provides an inter-
active context that is meaningful, interesting, and motivat-
ing (Watkins & Bunee, 1996). Acquiring skills to compre-
hend text that is read aloud may be especially important for
students with severe developmental disabilities who may
need this support aeross aeademie areas to augment emerg-
ing reading skills.
Although simply reading aloud to children has positive
effects, shared stories can be optimized to promote chil-
dren's literacy development (Justice & Pullen, 2003). Two
benefieial approaehes to read alouds are dialogic reading
(Whitehurst et al., 1988) and print referencing (Ezell & Jus-
tice, 2000). Dialogic reading refers to the reader's use of
evocative or interactive behaviors during the storybook
reading. In dialogie reading, the reader (a) asks open-ended
questions; (b) follows the child's answers with additional
questions; (c) repeats and expands on what the child says;
(d) gives praise, encouragement, and feedback for participa-
tion; and (e) follows the child's interest (Whitehurst et al.,
1988). Similarly, print referencing refers to the reader (a)
asking about tbe print, (b) making comments about the print,
(c) posing questions about the print, (d) pointing to print
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when talking about the story, and (e) tracking the print when
reading (Justice & Pullen, 2003). Researcb witb young ebil-
dren without severe developmental disabilities shows bene-
fits in the areas of dialogic reading and print referencing to
the child's oral language skills, print awareness, concepts of
word, and alphabetic knowledge (Ezell & Justice, 2000).
Sbared stories have also been used successfully with stu-
dents witb severe developmental disabilities. Blyden (1988)
found that shared book readings with adaptations (e.g., large
print, pictures, sign language) increased attention skills,
receptive and expressive language skills, social interaction,
and active participation for the students witb multiple dis-
abilities. Browder, Mims, Spooner, Ahlgrim-Delzell, and
Lee (2008) used grade-level read alouds in an elementary
classroom witb tbree students with severe intellectual and
physical disabilities. The planning team used components of
UDL to develop ways to adapt tbe read alouds. All tbree stu-
dents gained foundational literacy skills sucb as cboosing a
book, focusing on objects related to the story, or using a
voiee output device to complete a repeated storyline.
Shared stories have also been successful for students
with severe intellectual disabilities wbo also bave visual
impairments. Mims, Browder, Baker, Lee, and Spooner
(2009) found tbat using least to most prompts strategy
increased the number of comprebension questions (e.g.,
Wbat did Alexander get stuck in bis hair?) answered cor-
rectly during tbe story. Students responded to these ques-
tions by selecting an object tbat related to the main idea of
tbe text on eacb page. For example, in tbe book Alexander
and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day, Alex
gets gum stuck in his hair, so the object was a pack of gum.
Similarly, Browder, Trela, and Jimenez (2007), trained
teacbers to use story-based lessons, one type of read alouds,
witb adapted grade-appropriate books to middle school stu-
dents with moderate to severe disabilities. Grade-appropriate
books included titles such as Cheaper by the Dozen, The Cay,
and Call ofthe Wild. All books were adapted in the same man-
ner (e.g., retelling tbe story using controlled text, providing
text witb picture and symbol support, text support sucb as
adding a brief explanation of unfamiliar terms, the addition of
a repeated storyline). Students in tbis study aequired literacy
skills sucb as locating the title, pointing to text to follow the
reader, and using pietures to answer comprebension ques-
tions. Tbe benefits of conducting sbared stories with older
students may include developing lifelong leisure skills, en-
hanced communication skills, and acquiring tools for gaining
meaning from text tbat may generalize to other general edu-
cation content areas (Browder, Trela, & Jiminez, 2007).
Moving Beyond Shared Stories to Independent Reading
Althougb all students with severe developmental disabil-
ities may benefit from read alouds, many may also benefit
from instruction that leads to greater independence as a
reader. As the NRP's (2000) research summary indicated,
student aequisition of phonemic awareness and phonics will
be key to attaining this independenee. Phonemic awareness
is tbe understanding that words are made up of sounds as
well as tbe ability to identify and manipulate individual
sounds in words (Carnine, Silbert, Käme' ennui, & Tarver,
2004). Researcbers bave found tbat pbonemic awareness
and letter knowledge are the best scbool-entry predictors of
how well children will learn to read in tbe first 2 years of
instruction (Ebri, 2004; Sbare, Jorm, MacLean, &
Matthews, 1984). Phonics instruction for students with mild
disabilities is well researcbed; however, a review of research
on reading instruction for individuals with significant cog-
nitive disabilities (i.e., students witb moderate and severe
disabilities) by Browder et al. (2006) found tbat only a few
studies focused on pbonies or phonemic awareness.
Althougb limited in number, these studies demonstrated
positive benefits of phonemic awareness training and phon-
ics instruction, but tbeir focus was on students witb moder-
ate disabilities (Barudin & Hourcade, 1990; Lane & Critcb-
field, 1998).
Emerging evidence suggests students with a range of dis-
abilities can acquire early phonemic awareness and phonics
skills. For example, a program tbat bas been successful for
students witb severe disabilities is the Early Literacy Skills
Builder (ELSB; Browder, Ablgrim-Delzell, Courtade,
Gibbs, & Flowers, 2008; Browder, Gibbs, Ablgrim-Delzell,
Courtade, & Lee, 2007). Tbe ELSB is based on principles of
direct and systematic instruction. Students demonstrate
pbonemic awareness skills by clapping out syllables in
words, tapping out phonemes in consonant-vowel-conso-
nant words, identifying tbe first and last sound in words,
finding pictures that begin or end witb specific letters, point-
ing to letters in words tbat have been segmented, and point-
ing to pictures tbat represent segmented words. Direct
Instruction programs like Reading Mastery (Engleman &
Bruner, 2003), and Corrective Reading (Engelmann, Han-
ner, & Johnson, 1999) bave also been effective with students
witb developmental disabilities. Tbese eurricula build on
early skills acquired from programs like tbe ELSB.
Sight Word Instruction
To become fluent readers, students will need to build
sight word vocabulary in addition to learning decoding
strategies. Strategies for teaching sigbt words to students
with severe disabilities bave been well researched (Browder
et al., 2006). Most of tbese studies reflect tbe priority of
acquiring life skills rather than learning to read passages.
For example, students have learned to read sight words to
follow a job sequence (Browder & Minavoric, 2000), to
read instruction booklets (Gast, Doyle, Wolery, Ault, &
Farmer, 1991), or to shop for groceries (Kyhl, Alper, & Sin-
clair, 1999).
One of the instructional strategies used for this sight
word acquisition is time delay. Time delay involves insert-
ing small increments of time between the delivery of a tar-
get stimulus and the delivery of a prompt across trials,
resulting in the student's ability to anticipate the correct
response. When using time delay, the first trial has a Os
delay; The target stimulus (e.g., a flasheard with a sight
word) and prompt (e.g., the teacher touches the flasheard)
occur at the same time. In subsequent trails, if using pro-
gressive time delay, a gradually increasing delay is inserted
between showing the sight word and modeling the answer.
If using a constant time delay, the delay before delivery of
the prompt remains at a constant interval. This process con-
tinues until the student anticipates the correct response.
Browder, Ahlgrim-Delzell, Spooner, Mims, and Baker
(2009) found that time delay has strong research evidence
for teaching literacy skills like sight words to students with
severe developmental disabilities.
Comprehension
The ultimate goal of reading instruction is that students
will comprehend what they have read. This is thought of as
the shift from "learning to read" to "reading to learn"
(Gajria, Jitendra, Sood, & Sacks, 2009). Strategies for teaeh-
ing comprehension to students with severe disabilities are
not as well researched as other aspects of literacy (Perfetti,
1985; Snow, Burns, & Griffin, 1998). For students with
severe disabilities, literacy instruction has often focused on
identifying sight words without a measure of comprehen-
sion (Browder. et al., 2006). When students demonstrate
comprehension, it is often by matching a word to a picture
(Eikeseth & Jahr, 2001; Mechling, Gast, & Langone, 2002)
or demonstrating an aetivity that the word depicts (Browder
& Minarovic, 2000; Mechling & Gast, 2003). In read
alouds, students may demonstrate comprehension by using
objeets to answer questions (Mims et al., 2009) or by point-
ing to pictures (Browder, Trela, & Jimenez, 2007). Students
may learn to find the correct answer through systematic
prompting with feedback (Chiang & Lin, 2007), such as a
system of least intrusive prompts used by Mims et al.
(2009). Prompting in this study consisted of a verbal prompt
(e.g., "let's reread") followed by re-asking the question, a
model prompt (e.g., teacher touches correct response while
saying, "here is the answer") followed by re-asking the
question, and, finally, a physical prompt (teacher guides stu-
dent to correct i^esponse).
Methods for teaching comprehension of passages are
not yet evident in the research for students with severe dis-
abilities and rrtust be inferred from literature with other
populations.
For example, the NRP recommended (a) comprehension
monitoring, (b) cooperative learning, (c) graphic organizers,
(d) story structure, (e) questioning, (f) question answering,
(g) question generation, and (h) summarizing (National
Institute of Child Health and Human Development, 2000).
Writing
Providing instruction to students with severe disabilities
in the area of writing is a recent focus within literacy
instruction. For writing to be fully accessible to this popula-
tion, traditional views of writing may need to be expanded
to include the use of assistive technology, stamps, or pic-
tures to develop a permanent product. A review of practices
on teaching writing to students with severe disabilities by
Katims (2000) revealed that most writing instruction has
been functional in nature; Students learned to write for a
speeifie purpose sueh as making lists, addressing envelopes,
or writing checks. Students also need the opportunity to
learn expressive writing.
For example, Trela (2008) evaluated the effects of the I
Write NOW strategy on writing opinion paragraphs with
students with severe disabilities. The I Write NOW strategy
consists of the following steps; (a) I think that... (b) Why do
I think that? (c) Tell Reasons: If; Then; Explain, (d) Did you
Name your topic? (e) Did you Order your steps? and (0 Did
you Wrap it up & restate the topic? Rather than generating
written statements independently, composition was scaf-
folded by providing students with sentence and transition
word choices. As a result of this instruction, students were
able to compose opinion based paragraphs that progressed
in a logieal order. Similarly, students may learn to summa-
rize main ideas, engage in ereative writing, or communicate
for soeial purposes using supports for writing such as text
phrases, pictures, and speech-to-text software.
Augmentative and Alternative Communication
The use of augmentative and alternative communication
(AAC) systems allows enhanced communication, espeeially
in literaey (Beukelman & Mirenda, 2007). AAC systems
include manual signs, communication boards, voice output
communication aids, and computers (Schlosser et al., 2000).
AAC systems ean be applied aeross all the strands of liter-
acy. For example, during read alouds, students who are non-
verbal may use voice output devices to answer comprehen-
sion questions, complete a repeated storyline, or make a
prediction. Additionally, when providing phonics instruc-
tion, a student may demonstrate segmentation or blending
using a prerecorded voice output device. In writing, students
may use assistive technology to label pictures (e.g., "This is
...") or offer an opinion (e.g., "I like ..."; Cali & Sturm,
2003). Finally, to address the research strand of literaey, stu-
dents might seleet an appropriate topic to be researched in
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order to expand their knowledge of the topic by listening to
a short nonfiction piece.
Discussion of Instructional Strategies to Promote ELA
Students with severe disabilities have historically been
provided with limited opportunities for gaining literacy
skills (Koppenhaver, Hendrix, & Williams, 2007). As noted
earlier, a sufficient research foundation does not yet exist for
teaehing language arts to students with severe disabilities. In
contrast, instructional strategies such as time delay (Brow-
der et al., 2009) or task analysis (Browder, Trela, & Jimenez,
2007) can be applied to a wide range of language arts learn-
ing. For example, literacy skills such as the steps to read a
book aloud, search the internet, or write an opinion can be
task analyzed. Vocabulary, sight words, picture concepts,
and letter names can be learned through time delay. Besides
applying effective strategies to a wider range of literacy
skills, educators can use curricula that target a comprehen-
sive approach to early reading.
MATHEMATICS FOR STUDENTS WITH
SEVERE DISABILITIES
Mathematics is another important core area for academic
learning. The NCTM (2000) has identified five important
components for mathematics including (1) numbers/opera-
tions, (2) algebra, (3) data analysis, (4) geometry, and (5)
measurement. The NCTM (2000) also emphasizes the
importance of teaching mathematical processes such as
communication, reasoning, and problem solving. When
these curricular recommendations are compared with how
mathematics has been taught to students with severe dis-
abilities, the narrow focus of past curricular opportunities is
apparent. Browder, Spooner, et al. (2008) conducted a meta-
analysis of the research on mathematics instruction for stu-
dents with severe disabilities and organized the literature
using the five national components of mathematics. Nearly
all of the 68 studies identified focused on numbers/opera-
tions and measurement (mostly money), but some evidence
was found for learning across all components.
Although restricting mathematics instruction to num-
bers/operation and money management is too narrow, some
prioritization within the content is needed. One option is to
focus on teaching students the process of solving problems
so that they can apply whatever numeracy skills they have
mastered. Technology such as calculators, counting jigs,
graphic organizers, and manipulatives may be used to aug-
ment current numeracy skills while addressing problems
that are aligned with grade-level content. For example, in
the curriculum. Teaching to Standards Math (Trela, Jimenez,
& Browder, 2008), students review a problem using a read
aloud. After reading a story about choosing a DVD for a
group of friends to watch, the student identifies the problem
statement (which DVD gets the most votes) and then uses a
graphic organizer to find the solution (e.g., bar graph with
picture for each person's vote).
Instructional Strategies in Mathematics
Because most of the past research on math instruction
has neither been grade aligned nor problem focused, educa-
tors will need to apply effective strategies in new ways.
From the meta-analysis, Browder, Spooner, et al. (2008)
found using systematic prompting with feedback, task
analysis, and generalization to real life contexts to be evi-
dence-based practices in mathematics. The objective in
mathematics may focus on either discrete skills or a
chained task. Discrete skills consist of a single step with a
definite beginning and ending that ean be counted as cor-
reet or incorrect; chained skills are series of discrete steps
that are linked together sequentially to form a targeted skill
(Snell & Brown, 2006). For example, a set of discrete math
skills might be stating math facts during a flash card drill.
The steps needed to solve a double-digit subtraction prob-
lem would be an example of a chained skill. Chained skills
often involve a task analysis that depicts the specific steps
and the order of performance to complete the chain. Task
analyses are important for chained skills to secure instruc-
tional consistency.
The three different approaches to teaching chained skills
are (1) total task presentation, (2) backward chaining, or (3)
forward chaining (Cooper, Heron, & Heward, 2007). Each
may have merit in teaching a task analysis in math. In a total
task presentation, the teacher may take the student through
the step-by-step process of finding the area of a triangle. Or,
the teacher may use backward chaining, demonstrating each
step of setting up the equation and then having the student
find the answer (i.e., the last step of the task analysis). Over
time, the teacher instructs the student to complete the next to
last step and continues to add steps until the student can do
the task independently. In forward ehaining, the teacher
instructs the student to master the steps in a forward
sequence. For example, when completing the steps of a task
analysis for graphing votes, the student finds where the data
point goes. The teacher or another student would complete
the additional steps of the task analysis.
Whether using a task analysis with chaining or a discrete
set of skills, the teacher also will want to plan systematic
prompting and feedback. Stimulus prompts are modifica-
tions to the materials, and response prompts are actions per-
formed by the instructor (Collins, 2006). A stimulus prompt
might be using dots or beans glued on numerals to indicate
the number represented (e.g., five dots on 5). A response
prompt might be modeling the response (e.g., how to count
to five). Regardless of the type of prompt incorporated with
instruetion, it is essential to utilize systematic prompt fading
strategies to ensure independent skill acquisition. Tbis might
involve the applieation of less assistance as the student
begins to make tbe response (e.g., a system of least prompts)
or waiting longer before providing tbe prompt to give the
student time to anticipate tbe response (e.g., time delay).
Teacbing the student to generalize the response will
involve having the student demonstrate the response with
new materials, activities, people, or settings. Demonstrating
the skill across materials and activities can be especially
important to ensure that the mathematical eoncept is under-
stood. Eor example, a student may memorize the task ana-
lyzed steps of completing a graph, thus accurately perform-
ing the skill, but without necessarily understanding the
concept. To demonstrate mastery of content, students should
use a variety of materials and aetivities.
Teaching Computation
Tbe development of number sense and tbe ability to
manipulate nurnbers with operations is the foundation of
mathematics (NCTM, 2000). Computation is often called
the gateway to higher level skills in mathematics (Butler,
Miller, Lee, & Pierce, 2001). Eor students witb severe dis-
abilities, computation in matbematies can be compared to
independent reading in literacy. It is important for all stu-
dents to bave tbe opportunity to learn these core numeraey
skills, but it is also important for students to use supports
to compensate for inadequate computation skills wbile
learning grade-appropriate eontent. Young students may
spend considerable time learning eore skills such as one-
to-one eorrespondence, eounting, addition, subtraction,
and so on. Older students who lack tbese skills may need a
number line, calculator, or manipulatives to perform the
addition needed while solving an equation or eomputing
perimeter.
In reviews of the literature on mathematics, Butler et al.
(2001) and Browder, Spooner, et al. (2008) found studies
demonstrating that students with severe disabilities can
learn computation. These students have learned computation
skills tbrougb , repeated opportunities for praetice using
explicit instruction, systematic prompting, and feedback. In
a reeent example, Cihak and Eoust (2008) compared the use
of number lines and touch points for teaching single-digit
addition facts to three students with autism. The instructor
used a system of least intrusive prompts to teach the stu-
dents to add using each approach. Both strategies were
effective in promoting addition skills; however, the use of
toueh points proved to be more efficient.
Teaching Money Management
Research on teaching measurement, specifically money
skills, is an area that has received considerable emphasis in
mathematics research for students with severe disabilities
(Browder, Spooner, et al., 2008). Often tbese money man-
agement skills are taugbt in the context of real life activities
such as naming and counting coins. Tbese skills, bowever,
have minimal use for older students with disabilities. In
community contexts, students and adults will more likely
need to know tbe skill of counting dollars or will use a debit
card for transactions.
Researcbers bave used teebnology or community-based
instruction to help students generalize skills to real life set-
tings. Ayres, Langone, Boon, and Norman (2006) used a
computer to help students learn to identify the next dollar
for purchasing. In a "next dollar" strategy, students count
out the dollars in the price and one more to cover the cents
(e.g., $8.95 would be eigbt dollars and one more). In Ayres
et al. (2006), four students learned to use the next dollar
strategy with use of a computer program. The computer
program included simultaneous prompting to deliver
instruction with massed trials in the special education
classroom.
Cihak, Alberto, Taber-Doughty, and Gama (2006) com-
pared tbe use of static pictures and video to teacb banking
and purchasing skills to six students with moderate and
severe intellectual disabilities in botb tbe special education
classroom and in tbe community. Wben implementing both
strategies, the special edueation teacber used total task
ehaining with a most-to-least instrusive prompting hierrachy
in a group setting with the students. Results indicated the
two methods were equally effeetive in promoting and main-
taining skills needed to purehase two items from a grocery
store and to withdraw $20 from an ATM. DiPipi-Hoy and
Jitendra (2004) taugbt parents of young adults with intellec-
tual disabilities to deliver instruction of purchasing skills to
their children with total task presentation and constant time
delay for prompting. In this study, instruction took place in
eommunity settings. Results of this study indicate that par-
ents were suecessful in their applieation of the time delay
procedure, and students gained and maintained purchasing
skills.
Expanding Mathematics Instruction
While most research has emphasized numbers/opera-
tions and money management, evidence shows that stu-
dents with severe disabilities can learn otber math skills.
Neef, Nelles, Iwata, and Page (2003), used systematie
instruetion with massed trials and simultaneous prompting
to teach a 19-year-oId student with a moderate intellectual
disability to solve story problems in the special education
classroom. The story problems required either addition or
subtraction to acbieve the correct answer. This study is an
important example of how students can learn problem
solving. As mentioned earlier, one alternative is to teach
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all skills in mathematics using a story approach. The stu-
dents would begin by reading a problem about a familiar
activity (e.g., going to a ball game, ordering pizza) and
then solve the problem using the current operation of
foeus.
More advanced skills ean also be taught using task analy-
sis and systematic prompting. For example, Jimenez et al.
(2008) taught high sehool students with moderate develop-
mental disabilities to use a nine-step algebra task analysis to
complete a functional task. Students were able to sueeess-
fully complete the math equation and solve for x. Similarly,
task analyses could be used to teach plotting x,y coordi-
nates, finding perimeter, comparing information in a table or
graph, or other upper level mathematics aetivities.
Students may also need systematic instruction to acquire
the terms needed to express mathematics eoncepts. Collins,
Evans, Creech-Galloway, Karl, and Miller (2007) com-
pared the acquisition of core content and functional words
in the following formats: massed trial instruetion, distrib-
uted instruction, and embedded instruetion for students
with severe disabilities in the general education classroom.
Two students with severe disabilities learned key sight
words for mathematical concepts in both the special and
general education classroom. The special education teaeher,
general education teacher, and a paraprofessionals deliv-
ered instruction with implementation of massed trials, dis-
tributed trials, and embedded instruction following simulta-
neous prompting. Negligible differences in the acquisition
and maintenance of skills were found across formats.
Discussion of Mathematics Instruction
Although the scope of the researeh on teaehing math to
students with severe disabilities is limited to a few strands
of content, the quality of this research is high overall
(Browder, Spooner, et al., 2008). Procedures sueh as task
analyzing a mathematics operation and teaching the skills
using systematic prompting and feedback are effective
approaehes. Nearly all math operations ean be task ana-
lyzed once they are well understood. Consultation with the
general education math teacher can assist in aligning
instruction to core math concepts. What a special educator
would call the task analysis, the math teacher would refer
to as showing the steps of the proeess. Students with severe
disabilities need many opportunities to apply the process
with modeling of eorrect responses, manipulatives to make
the process eoncrete, and feedback. A context for mathe-
matics can be established through using a literacy
approach, reading aloud stories of math problems that inter-
est the student. The context also can be set by using tech-
nology that simulates real life settings (e.g., video) or
through community-based instruction.
SCIENCE FOR STUDENTS WITH
SEVERE DISABILITIES
To give students an opportunity to be involved in the
excitement about the natural world, students of all ages and
abilities should have access to all domains in science
(National Academy of Sciences [NAS], 1996). Their
National Science Education Standards (NSES; NAS, 1996)
defined eight eontent standards for the instruction of science
including (1) unifying concepts and processes in science, (2)
science as inquiry, (3) physical science, (4) life science, (5)
earth and space science, (6) science and technology, (7) sci-
ence in personal and soeial perspectives, and (8) the history
and nature of science. While research on language arts and
mathematics is limited for students with severe disabilities,
research in the area of science is especially sparse. Courtade
et al. (2007) found a limited number of studies in whieh sci-
ence content was taught to students with severe disabilities.
For example, a search of the literature using key terms from
the NSES (NAS, 1996) revealed 11 studies in which some
science content (e.g., weather words, first aid skills) was
taught to this population. The lack of emphasis on teaching
science in the past does not mean that science is not impor-
tant for students with severe disabilities, however. On the
eontrary, all students, ineluding students with severe dis-
abilities, need the opportunity to learn about the natural
world in whieh they live to promote personal enjoyment,
safety, and future career opportunities.
Standards in science are designed to integrate learning of
science content, learning how to do science, and learning
about science (National Research Council [NRC], 2007). A
comprehensive education in science consists of three scien-
tifie abilities and understandings: (1) knowledge of the prin-
ciples and concepts of science, (2) understanding of the rea-
soning and procedural skills, and (3) ability to create and
implement investigations testing ideas using the process of
inquiry (NRC, 2007). The A'^ iE'^  recommended the use of
inquiry-based instruction for all students to learn about sci-
ence in tbe way it actually works (NRC, 2007). A planning
heuristic developed by Magnusson and Palincsar (1995),
defined phases of inquiry to include having students engage
with materials, investigate and describe relationships, con-
struct explanations, and report findings.
Scientifie skills and understandings will lead to the over-
all goal of discovery and understanding. Seienee content and
procedural knowledge should be viewed as a cyclic process
in which inquiry can guide conceptual development, and, in
turn, increased conceptual knowledge can advance inquiry
(Metz, 2008). Throughout the cycle of concept development
and scientific inquiry, students learn to ask scientific ques-
tions and seek explanations to these questions (NRC, 2007).
Unfortunately, the small research base on teaehing science
to students with severe disabilities has only a few examples
of using an inquiry base or even teacbing concepts. Instead,
most of the researcb has been either completing a daily liv-
ing skill (e.g., first aid) or recognizing vocabulary (e.g.,
weather words; Courtade et al., 2007). As in math and lan-
guage arts, in science, educators will need to apply proee-
dures proven effective in other content to new grade-appro-
priate objectives.
Teaching Science Vocahulary
It is well known that one barrier to learning science con-
tent is tbe extensive amount of vocabulary typically taught
in science classes (e.g., Mastropieri & Scruggs, 1992;
Scruggs, Mastropieri, & Okolo, 2008). Sometimes, master-
ing seience is like learning a foreign language, because of
the large amount of vocabulary necessary to develop an
understanding of seience concepts (e.g.. Yager, 1983). Any
approach to science requires learning new and sometimes
domain-specific vocabulary (Scruggs et al., 2008).
Reeently, researcbers have demonstrated tbat strategies,
like time delay, that have been effective for teacbing sigbt
words in literacy can be applied to academic content like
science. McDonnell et al. (2006) compared embedded in-
struction in a general education context to small group
instruction in a special edueation class witb middle school
students with moderate disabilities in various content areas.
In both contexts, teachers used constant time delay, differ-
ential reinforcement, and error correction to teach students
definitions of vocabulary words from tbe general education
curriculum. One student learned abstract science vocabulary
terms such as atom, element, compound, molecule, and den-
sity. Results of this study indicated that a constant time
delay procedure was equally effective in botb instructional
arrangements in advancing tbe acquisition and generaliza-
tion of tbe vocabulary definitions.
Similarly, Jameson et al. (2007) compared one-to-one
embedded instruction in general education classes to one-to-
one massed practice instruction in a special education class-
room. In each setting, special education teachers and para-
professionals taught vocabulary definitions from tbe general
curriculum using constant time delay, differential reinforce-
ment, and error correction. One student learned the defini-
tions for science terms related to states of matter (e.g., solid,
liquid, gas). In contrast to the previous study, results of this
study were mixed: Two the four students with moderate
developmental disabilities acquired the skills more quickly
in the one-to-one massed trial format than in the special edu-
cation context, wbile anotber student gained skills more
quickly in the embedded trial format in tbe general educa-
tion context. Tbe autbors suggest tbat altbougb embedded
instruction may be a promising strategy for use in the gen-
eral education setting, the massed trial format may be more
effective for some discrete discrimination tasks (e.g., bigbly
similar stimuli).
In a review on using time delay to teach literacy skills,
Browder et al. (2009) clarified the requirements for the lime
delay procedure and emphasized the need for a comprehen-
sion measure. Tbese requirements can be applied to any
content area. First, to be time delay, the procedure must
begin witb trials in wbicb tbe target word is paired with an
immediate (no delay) prompt. For example, in a receptive
teaching format, the teacher may display four words and
point t:o the target word (e.g., molecule) while saying "Find
'molecule.'" Or in an expressive format, the teacher can
show the word while saying, "Read 'molecule.'" Next, to be
considered time delay, the teacher follows some specified
number of no delay trials followed by sets of delayed
prompt trials. In constant time delay, a small constant incre-
ment of time is used (e.g., 4 seeonds) before tbe teaeber
points to tbe answer (or models reading it aloud). In pro-
gressive time delay, increasing increments of time are
inserted across trials (e.g., 2 seconds, tben 4 seconds, tben 6
seconds). Students receive praise for making correct
responses. Over time, tbis praise may be faded to come only
after correct, unprompted responses. Typically, a lime delay
procedure produces nearly errorless learning. If errors occur,
some correction procedure is used (e.g., showing the correct
response) and the no delay trials may be repeated. Besides
using time delay correctly, teachers also need to include a
measure of comprehension. Being able to find "molecule"
or "atom" may have little meaning or application. The stu-
dent needs to be able to make a second response to show
eomprebension. For example, students might match the
word to a diagram, use it to complete a sentence, or match
tbe word to a definition.
Teaching the Process of Inquiry
Tbe experience of inquiry is fundamental to understand-
ing tbe content standards in science. Aecording to tbe NAS
(1996), teacbing seience through inquiry allows students to
pose a question and then seek possible explanations that
respond to the question. Inquiry can take advantage of stu-
dents' natural curiosity, as they continually make observa-
tions and attempt to figure out the world around them.
Teaching through inquiry prepares students to problem-
solve, communicate, and develop eritical tbinking skills
they will need throughout their lives (NRC, 2007).
Inquiry is botb a goal of learning for students and a
metbod for teaching science. For example, students should
develop skills in the inquiry proeess, including posing a sci-
entific question and investigating the question empirically.
In addition, when students are taught using an inquiry
model, scientific concepts can be developed during bands-
on investigations or experiments. In doing so, students with
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severe disabilities learn valuable communication skills in
posing questions, social skills by sharing with peers during
the inquiry learning process, and life skills of observation
and manipulation of materials.
Courtade, Browder, Spooner, and DiBiase (2008)
trained teachers of students with moderate and severe dis-
abilities to use a guided inquiry-based method to teach sci-
ence terms and steps of the inquiry method. Teachers were
trained to follow a task analysis to deliver the standards-
based content using the guided inquiry approach. Struc-
tured in an identical format for each lesson, the guided
inquiry method included having the students (a) engage
with the materials (e.g., asking students to state the materi-
als to be used in the experiment, asking students to state
what they know about the materials and what they would
like to find out), (b) investigate and describe relationships
(e.g., asking students how they will find out information
about the subject, compare patterns), (c) construct an expla-
nation (e.g., guiding students towards a scientific explana-
tion and testing explanations through investigations), and
(d) report findings (e.g., giving students an opportunity to
report findings, asking students literal questions to rein-
foree the concept). Findings of this study indieate teachers
delivered grade-appropriate science instruction across con-
tent areas in science (e.g., physical, life) to students with
severe disabilities using a systematic, guided inquiry
approach. Further, students increased their use of inquiry
skills, and some students acquired new science vocabulary
during inquiry-based instruction.
Although not described as inquiry per se, the Self-Deter-
mined Learning Model of Instruction (SDLMI) promotes
some of the processes that are imperative to an inquiry-
based method. For example, SDLMI teaches students a
"self-regulated problem-solving process to allow them to set
goals, plan courses of action, self-evaluate their perfor-
mance, and adjust their goals or plans accordingly" (Agran,
Blanchard, & Wehmeyer, 2000, p. 235). In this model, stu-
dents answered the following questions; What is my goal?
What is my plan? and What have I learned? Agran, Cavin,
Wehmeyer, and Palmer (2006) examined the effects of
SDLMI on the academic performance of students with mod-
erate and severe disabilities in middle school general educa-
tion classes, including science. One student, Mary, wanted
to practice scientifie inquiry by increasing her participation
in lab activities. Tbe instructor taught Mary to use a card
listing eight activities that occurred each day during science
lab (e.g., get materials, answer questions in a record book),
circle the activities in which she would partieipate (e.g.,
manipulate aspeets of the lab aetivity), and then evaluate
whieh activities she had completed. These recent studies
illustrate how a systematic approach to science inquiry,
either through teaching a task analysis of an inquiry process
or training students to self-monitor using the SDLMI, can
increase student participation and learning in science.
Teaching Science Concepts
To truly understand and apply science, students need to
learn the fundamental concepts of science in addition to sci-
enee vocabulary and facts (Grossen, Carnine, Romance, &
Vitale, 2007). While learning complex knowledge forms,
such as abstract scientific concepts, may be especially chal-
lenging for students with severe disabilities, students need
more than fact-based learning (i.e., vocabulary words rela-
tive to the lesson) in order to inelude more difficult proce-
dural and conceptual learning aligned with the general edu-
cation curriculum (Lynch et al., 2007). The inquiry process,
along with exposure to grade appropriate science content,
helps to shape conceptual learning. Students will likely also
need explicit, direct instruction on the concepts.
Conceptual learning requires students to understand the
key features of objeets, events, or ideas. Additionally, stu-
dents must understand that concepts are categories that
share characteristics with one another in order to define
them as a class (Kame'enui & Simmons, 1990; Scruggs et
al., 2008). In contrast, facts have only one correct answer or
example (Kame'enui & Simmons, 1990; McCleery & Tin-
dal, 1999). Understanding that one object or event is differ-
ent from another object or event because it belongs to a dif-
ferent class is a critical feature of science problem solving
(e.g., controlling variables).
Unfortunately, the research on science for students with
severe disabilities has primarily focused on the simpler
knowledge forms such as simple facts (Courtade et al.,
2007). Some recent studies provide guidance for how more
complex knowledge forms can be promoted. First, in a
study conducted by Jameson, McDonnell, Polychronis, and
Riesen (2008), typical peers were trained to use the con-
stant time delay procedure using embedded instruction in a
general edueation setting with students with moderate dis-
abilities. One student was taught to "describe the effects of
smoking tobacco on specified body parts/organs" (p. 349).
Peers were instructed to use a constant time delay proce-
dure to present a stimulus set (e.g., flashcards wilh words
such as lungs, teeth, arms, legs) to the students with mod-
erate disabilities. The students with disabilities were
required to give a correct response to the stimulus sets (e.g.,
when presented with a flasheard that says "lungs," the stu-
dent responds with, "Gets less air. Can get cancer.").
Results indicate that the peer-delivered constant time delay
procedure in an embedded instructional format was effec-
tive for all students in the acquisition of the science vocab-
ulary. This intervention is important to planning eoncept
instruction, because students went beyond simply recogniz-
ing the word or a picture of the word to being able to
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describe some conceptual understanding. A demonstration
of conceptual learning would be strengthened by having
students apply this knowledge to a variety of stimuli (e.g.,
different organs affected by smoking).
In a study using a different approach to concept learning,
Jimenez et al. (2008) used multiple exemplar training, time
delay, and a self-directed learning prompt (KWHL chart) to
teach students with moderate and severe intellectual disabil-
ities to complete an inquiry lesson independently. Three
middle school students used a self-directed task analysis to
complete inquiry lessons in chemistry and physical science.
Each concept (e.g., solutes dissolve faster in hot liquids) was
used for three lessons; two with materials that were
"trained" (e.g., bouillon cube and water) and one with an
untrained example (e.g., salt cube and colored water). Not
only were students able to self-direct using a KWHL chart
through the inquiry process, they were also able to general-
ize the learned science concept to untrained materials and to
untrained settings.
Knight, Spooner, Browder, and Wood (2009) evaluated
the effects of a graphic organizer package to teach three stu-
dents with moderate disabilities and autism speetrum disor-
ders the concepts related to convection (Knight et al., 2009).
The intervention included constant time delay to teach the
words and definitions; examples and nonexamples to teach
the concepts; model, guided practice, and independent prae-
tice to use the graphie organizer; and multiple examples of
the graphic organizer to teach science concepts (e.g., pre-
cipitation, condensation, evaporation, convection). The stu-
dents were given many examples of the graphic organizer so
that they did not memorize the correct placement on the
organizer; rather, students had to know that precipitation
meant "when clouds get heavy and water falls to the
ground." In this example, students learned to place the word
"precipitation" on the graphic organizer when they saw the
critical attributes for the concept of "precipitation" (e.g.,
clouds with rain, snow, hail, or sleet). Students generalized
all eoncepts to untrained examples of the graphie organizer.
In addition to these studies specifically for students with
moderate and severe disabilities, research in the area of
high-incidence disabilities may offer teachers guidance on
how to teach concepts to all students. Research on teaching
methods to support conceptual and procedural understand-
ing in science instruction for students with high-incidence
disabilities suggests using graphic organizers, teaching
vocabulary words in context, organizing information around
the big ideas in science, and personalizing the lesson for the
learner (Scruggs et al., 2008).
Discussion of Instructional Strategies in Science
Emerging evidence suggests that students with severe
disabilities can learn grade-aligned science eontent and
processes. In each of the studies, systematic instructional
strategies were used to promote learning of science inquiry,
vocabulary, and concepts. Depending on the science target
skill to be taught, researchers used procedures such as
embedded instruction, time delay, task analysis, and self-
directed learning. For example, embedded instruction and
time delay were used across environments to increase grade-
appropriate vocabulary words, definitions, and concepts.
Teachers and students can direct learning of science content
and inquiry skills: Teachers can be trained to use a task
analysis of a guided inquiry method, or students can use
self-monitoring to learn inquiry-based skills or complex
science concepts. Many students have challenges applying
science inquiry, vocabulary, and concept skills to other
domains of science or to the real world. To increase gener-
alization, especially of more abstract or complex concepts,
students with severe disabilities will likely need exposure to
multiple examples. The extant literature on teaching science
to students with severe disabilities taken in combination
with decades of researeh on effective practices used with
students with high incidence disabilities, suggests that
explicit instruction (e.g., use of modeling examples and
nonexamples; model, lead, test), peer mediated strategies,
and graphic organizers are promising instructional practices
for promoting authentic academic learning in science.
SUMMARY OE ACADEMIC INSTRUCTION
IN ELA, MATH, AND SCIENCE
Educational opportunities can increase access to educa-
tional, vocational, and recreational activities for students
with severe disabilities (Browder, Wakeman, et al., 2007). It
is evident from the research and expert opinion discussed in
this article that educational opportunities are increasing for
students with severe disabilities. It also is clear that acade-
mic learning of grade-aligned content in the areas of ELA,
math, and science depends on effective instructional strate-
gies appropriate for the targeted skill. There is a critical need
for teachers who have knowledge and skills of research-
based and emerging instructional practices.
Time delay has recently been identified as an evidence-
based practice and can be applied across content areas
(Browder et al., 2009). In ELA, math, and science, grade-
aligned vocabulary and definitions can be taught using
time delay (e.g., Jameson et al., 2007). Additionally, many
chained tasks, such as completing the steps to composing
a paragraph, completing a long division problem, or par-
ticipating in an inquiry lesson can be taught using a task
analysis of the steps. Specifically in ELA, current research
supports the use of read alouds and task analytic instruc-
tion to increase foundational literacy skills as well as com-
prehension (e.g., Browder, Mims, et al., 2008). In math.
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studies suggest that students can learn math skills using a
story-based lesson approach (e.g., Jimenez et al., 2008).
Emerging evidence supports the application of a task
analysis to an inquiry-based science lesson (e.g., Courtade
et al., 2008).
In addition to the use of research-based strategies such as
task analysis and time delay, educators can apply contempo-
rary frameworks and strategies, such as UDL, explicit
instruction, embedded instruetion, and peer-mediated
instruction to the content areas. Eor example, edueators
could use embedded instruction to teaeh vocabulary neces-
sary to understand geometry concepts. Moreover, educators
can apply empirically-based strategies that have been effec-
tive in promoting social and functional skills to grade-
appropriate academic skills. Additionally, educators must
consider opportunities to embed self-determination strate-
gies into tbe content. Eor example, students could use a self-
monitoring system to complete an algebra problem. Educa-
tors also need to consider tbe communication and social
needs of students. Tbe use of assistive and otber technolo-
gies, such as personal data assistants (PDAs) or interactive
white boards (e.g., Smartboards, Prometbean boards) assist
a wide range of learners, ineluding students with severe dis-
abilities, in learning content-based information.
Altbough data-based recommendations are emerging on
teaching academics to students witb severe disabilities,
additional research is needed to guide educators. Across
domains in each of the content areas, studies show that stu-
dents ean learn fact-based skills, such as key words from an
ELA lesson, multiplication facts, or science vocabulary.
Additional researcb is needed to promote development of
more complex skills, sucb as researcbing and writing about
a topic of interest, finding points on a coordinate plane, or
understanding abstract science concepts such as biodiver-
sity. Educators need guidance from tbe literature on plan-
ning for generalization across domains, content areas,
materials, and settings. To promote generalization and main-
tenance, educators should consider that skills learned in tbe
elassroom can be applied to bome, community, and work
settings. Eor instanee, a student could research a topic of
interest (e.g., owning a pet), and the classroom could take a
community-based instruction field trip (e.g., a local pet
store).
Eor over 30 years, tbe ultimate goal for all students is to
become as independent in the community as possible
(Brown et al., 1976). In order to meet tbis desired outcome,
educators must continue to use researcb-based and promis-
ing practices wbich promote access to and participation
within grade-appropriate instruetional content (IDEA,
1997, 2004). Considerations of life skills, self-determina-
tion, transition, and social skills continue to be important
areas to address for this population. In planning instruction
for students with severe disabilities, the current challenge is
to integrate opportunities for authentic academic learning
with tbese otber considerations.
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